contending parties, does not lend strength to government.
Brand, in his apologia for a unitary form of government,
has levelled this charge o£ weakness against federalism
rather strongly.* He has admired the African statesmen
for adopting a unitary constitution in preference to a federal
one—he considers that constitution to be of unitary type.
But in the same breath he has struck a different tune
and paid tribute to them £or having compromised.f
We shall discuss here if and how far this charge of
weakness is true. If by weakness is meant that a federal
constitution is incapable of lasting long or that it cannot
allow proper national sentiment to grow then the histories
of the United States of America and Switzerland are a
sufficient refutation. To-day the U. S. A. is the richest and
one of the most powerful nations in the world. Her advice
is anxiously sought for in all international affairs of the
first magnitude. All European powers consider it a privi-
lege to be on friendly terras with her. Her arras have
brought her crowning victories in all foreign wars no less
than in domestic disputes. She has successfully defended
* « But federalism is, after all, a pis filler, a couceasion to human
weakness," ' The Union of South Africa,' p. 46.
" Federalism must be accepted whore nothing better can. be got, but
its disadvantages are patent. It means division of power ami con-
sequent irritation and weakness in the organs of government, and it tends to
stereotype and limit the development of a new country." Ibid. pp. 46-47*
f " No opposition in Transvaal leaders impressed upon their followers
the fact that the document was the result of compromises by all parties. It
was thus a delicately balanced equipoise and no alteration could be made
without risk of total collapse*" * The Union of South Africa,' p. 36.
" Compromise is again written large over the   provision surely a
strange one that	."   Ibid p. 52,
"Compromise was necessary, and in the art of compromising
Africanders are post-masters." Ibid. p. 61.
" South African union is in itself a great step forward in the direction
of imperial consolidation. It simplifies at once all imperial problems and
particularly that of defence, which for the safety of the empire and its
component parts must be grappled with at once." Ibid, p, 30.

